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Manifesto Point

Updates

To support the CEO to
write and have in
Progress this month:
place by June 2020
the new University Of Plans for next month:
Lincoln Student Union
Strategy 2020-2024

To lead and support
on 3 campus wide
campaigns with 60%
of students being
aware of all 3
campaigns as
measured in the new
‘Member Insight
Package’
To continue to work
and lead on facilitating
student discussions
regarding the
disaffiliation of the SU

Progress this month:
Plans for next month:

Looking at key points for the Strategy for February, myself, the rest of the sabbaticals and
the senior management team went away on a two-day residential, storming ideas for the
strategy. From this we looked at ideas we had gathered from other institutions, but also
looking at our own institution and analysing what works best for us, and what needs
enhancing. From this we have identified two areas where we can enhance the student
experience to benefit our students. Information has also been gathered and tested at
Sports, Societies and academic societies Hub, campaigns network and ISA.
Plans for next month include hosting another strategy workshop where students will hear
the plans for the Strategy where they can build on what has been produced or question
parts where it may not work. Also I will be attending the next ACUI conference with
institutional visits.
Progress for this month consists of leading the team on final plans and booking for our
Green Week campaign. For the week we have some amazing giveaways such as bamboo
toothbrushes and water bottles. Also exciting panels, events and trips including a trip to
do a beach clean-up.
Plans for next month is to present the campaign and start looking at and planning our final
campaigns before the end of June.

Progress this month:
Plans for next month:

This KPI has now been completed with the Student Union now not affiliated with the NUS
membership. However, a key component was to determine what students wanted the
money to go to. This was done by a town hall meeting I chaired with support from the
other officers. This was very successful with ideas and conversation flowing.
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from NUS, as agreed
by the ULSU Board of
Trustees
To create a Sports
Performance pathway in
partnership with ‘Sport
Lincoln’ stakeholders

Student
Interactions

Minutes from this meeting will be published soon with the next stage of students choosing
starting next month.
Progress this month:

This manifesto point has already been completed last year.

Plans for next month:

The Plan for next month is the same as the previous months, keeping an eye out on how
the sessions are going and promoting the sessions with the VPA.

Over 40 potential election candidates
Attendance Panels
BUCS Games
Student Drop in
International Quiz
ISA Forum
Offer Holder Day
LGBT+ Film Screening
Town Hall meeting
8 out of 10 Swans
International Party
Hosted Dance’s Take Me Outta Here
Viking House Visit
Basketball and Flag Football Training
Elections Candidate question Time

Committee
& University
Staff
Interactions
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Board Of Governors
Hate Crime Panel
Inclusion Committee
University ICT
Student Information Compliance committee
Attendance panels

